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1. INTRODUCTION A D NOTATION 
Let (Q, 1;4, P) be a probability space. Let [Wk be endowed with the 
euclidean norm I 1 and denote by 9,(52, & P, Rk) the system of all random 
vectorsX:SZ+[W”withE(IXIJ’)<co. 
Let X, E Yz(52, &, P, rWk), n EN, be a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors 
with positive d finite covariance matrix V. Put S, = V-r’* C:=, (X, - 
E(X,)) and denote by QO,, the standard normal distribution or its 
distribution function i [Wk. Let r,: Q --, N, no N, and 5: 52 + (0, co) be 
d-measurable. 
The classical r ndom central limit theorem states that 
H,(r):=~~~(P(~~l}~~,,(1)(=o(l) 
if T,,/n + rin probability, or equivalently, if 
P{($l~>e}=o(l) forall E>O. 
This was proven first for a constant and for a discrete limit function r by 
Renyi [21]. For an arbitrary limit function r it was proven by Blum, 
Hanson and Rosenblatt [4]. The important role of the random central 
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limit theorem for various fields of applications suchas sequential analysis, 
Monte Carlo methods, and the theory of Random walks and Markov 
chains i nowadays well known. 
Hence it seems desirable andworthwhile to find convergence rates for 
H,(r). Several papers have been devoted to this (see [13, 14) and the 
literature cit d there). Hitherto, rates ofconvergence forH,(z) were known 
only for constant limit functions T, or a little bitmore general, for limit 
functions T which are independent of the whole process. 
For a constant 5 (and X, E yJ) it was proven, e.g., in[ 13, 143, that he 
sharpened “type (1 )“-version 
implies H,(r) = O(az2), where l/n <E, JO (a result which was applied, .g., 
in [lo, 121 and extended toother processes in [l, 2, 11, 231). An example 
given in [ 141 shows that his result fails for anon-constant limit function 
‘I: the convergence order of H,(t) can be made arbitrarily slow, even with a
two valued limit function T: Q -+ { 1,2} and with z,, = no (whence (2) holds 
for each sequence E,). It is the purpose ofthis paper to close this wide gap 
between constant and non-constant limit functions T. Furthermore, w  
consider instead ofH,(r) the larger 
where V is the system of all convex Borel-measurable sets of Rk. Some of 
our auxiliary lemmas in Section 4 (Lemmas 4.144) are needed only to 
handle the class ofconvex sets and can be omitted ifone is only interested 
in distribution functions (i.e., in H,(s) instead offin(r)). 
To deal with non-constant t, the problem is to find areasonable con- 
dition for T, which guarantees-together with (2)--a good convergence 
order for kin(~). 
It turns out that he “one-sided” Hausdorff-metric between c-fields a(s) 
and a(X, . . X,) allows one to formulate such acondition (where a( Y) is 
the o-field generated by Y). 
If J& a,, cd are o-fields, define 
d(A, aO) = inf P(A dB), p(J%, %J = sup 4% .%3). 
BELoO Asdcl 
Observe that p(&$, 9#,) + p(&,, dO) is the Hausdorlf-metric between J& 
9$,, if the sub-a-fields are completed; otherwise we have only a pseudo- 
metric ngeneral. 
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The distances d(A, 0(X,, .. X,)) have been used in [15-173 to obtain 
convergence orders and asymptotic expansions forthe conditional central 
limit theorem of Renyi. The Hausdorff distance between a-fields or a-lat- 
tices was studied byBoylan [S], Neveu [20], Rogge [22], Brunk [6], and 
Mukerjee [ 191 and used to obtain u iform convergence rates inmartingale 
theorems. 
In this paper we use the Hausdorff distances to get the following: Let 
0 < tl <t, p E Iw, and inf T(Q) >0. Then condition (2)and 
(3) 
imply that 
(4) f?,(T) = 0(&y*) + o(n-“(lg .)‘+‘) 
(see Theorem 2.1). An essential tool for the proof of this result isan 
inequality for the Hausdorff-metric of a-fields, proven in [ 181. 
Let us remark that condition (3)is for instance fulfilled for ach stopping 
time T with E(J)< a3, since in this case p(o(t), 0(X,, .. X,,))< 
SllpB P{ (5 E B) n (T E B A { 1, . . . . n}j}~P(T>n}Q(l/J;I)E(J;j. 
Examples show that all convergence rates in (4) are optimal inthe 
following sense: 
If T, =nr-whence (2) is fulfilled for each sequence E,- you cannot 
obtain a better approximation order than O(~‘(lgn)“+~) for H,(T) 
under assumption (3). If T is a constant limit function-whence p(a(r), 
0(X,, .. X,,)) = O-you cannot obtain a better approximation order than 
O(si’*) for H,(r) under assumption (2). 
Our Example 2.6 explains the occurrence of the special sequence 
n “(lg n)B in Theorem 2.1. 
Applications of Theorem 2.1 yield: 
(a) If T, are stopping times, t(Q) is finite, 0 < c( <t, and 
then 
(b) If T: Q + N is a stopping time with E(T') c ~0 for some 6 > 4, 
then 
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Part(a) follows from Corollary 2.12, applied toj3 = -a. Part (b) follows 
from Theorem 2.1 applied toT, = nr, E, = l/n, a = 4, and /I = -2: Obviously 
(2.2) holds; (2.3) holds as 
p(4t), 4X, 9 ***, X,))~P{z>n}~(l/n6E(T”))=O(n~“2(lg.)-2). 
Results onconvergence rates inthe random central limit theorem for the 
special case that he random indices r,, are independent from the process 
A’,, no N, can be found in [7-9, 13,253; inthe first two papers X, is even 
a martingale difference sequence. 
2. THE RESULTS 
The following theorem isthe main result of his paper. The proof is given 
in Section 3.
2.1. THEOREM. Let X,EY;(Q, &, P, Rk), nE N, be i.i.d. with positive 
definite covariance matrix V. Let 5,: f2 --t N, n E N, and T: Q + [c, 00) be 
d-measurable with c> 0. Let 0 < E, + 0, 0 < a < f, j? ER, and assume that 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Then 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where 
p(dr), f-u,, .. X,)) =O(n-“(lg n)B). 
n-1/2. 
n - ‘/“lg I n; 
a-4, /9-c -312 
QC$, p= -4 
n - l/2(lg n)B +312; a=+, /3> -$ 
n-“(lg n)s+a; O<u<f, PER. 
The reader might wonder why we use in (2.3) the special sequences 
n-*(lg n)B and why we do not try to construct a general function cp (e.g., 
rp(x) = xy) such that condition (2.2) ofTheorem 2.1 and 
P(~T), Ml, . . x,)1 =WJ 
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imply 
CE% I L I O.1 Isup P SEC -@ (C) =0(&y)+ O(cp(a,)). 
Unfortunately a result ofthis type does not hold as the following example 
shows. Observe that in this example r(Q) = { 1,2} and r,= nr = [nr], 
whence condition (2.2) is fulfilled for each sequence E,and therefore 
especially for E, = l/n. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let X,E Y3(52, &‘, P, R), FIE N, be i.i.d. with E(X,) =0, 
E(q) = 1 such that P,, is non-atomic. Letrp: [0, 1] -+ R be strictly 
increasing and continuous with ~(0) =0. Then there exists a equence a,JO 
and a measurable function r: Q + ( 1,2} such that 
(2.7) p(dt), 0(X,, .  .  X,)1 = @a,) 
(23) IP{S,,<O} -O(O)1 >c( l/n”‘2+cp(a,)) 
infinitely often for each c> 0. 
Proof: See Section 3.
Let us point out now that he convergence orders inTheorem 2.1 are 
optimal. Example 3 of [ 131 shows that if r is a constant limit function 
(whence p(a(s), 0(X,, .. X,)) =O), condition (2.2) does not guarantee a 
better convergence order in (2.4) and (2.5) than 0(&y*). The following 
example shows that condition (2.3) does not guarantee a better con- 
vergence order in (2.4) and (2.5) than ~?,(a, fi), even if r(Q) = { 1,2} and 
T,, =nr (whence condition (2.2) isfulfilled for ach sequence E,). 
2.9. EXAMPLE. Let X,, E=!&(a, d P, IR), n E N, be i.i.d. with E(X,) =0, 
E(q) = 1 such that P,, is non-atomic. Then there xists a measurable 
function T: Q + (1, 2) such that 
(2.10) P(dT), 4x, 7 ..., X,)) =O(n-“(lg n)B) 
and 
(2.11) IP{s,,~o}-@(o)~ > cn-‘;2(lgn)@+3’*; 
I 
Ul - “2 lg lg n; a=.&/j= -t 
a=$/?> -4 
cn-“(lgn)B+“; O<a<f, /?elW 
for infinitely man n E N (where c = c(a, /II, Px,) > 0). 
Proof: See Section 3.
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The following result isan application of Theorem 2.1 to the case where 
the random summation i dices t, are stopping times and the limit function 
7 assumes only finitely many values. Inthis case, condition (2.3) of 
Theorem 2.1 can be deduced from asuitable form of condition (2.2). 
2.12. COROLLARY. Let X, E &(Q, d, P, Rk), n E N, be i.i.d. with positiue 
definite covariance matrix V. Let t ,,: 52 + N, n E N, be stopping times and 7: 
Q + (0, CQ) be d-measurable such that 7(Q) is finite. Let 0 < a < 4, p E R 
and let 6,, = 6,(a, /?) be defined asin Theorem 2.1. Assume that 
(*I 
Then 
(a) 
(b) 
ProoJ: Since n-“(lgn)B= 0(6,), assumption (2.2) of Theorem 2.1 is 
fulfilled withE, = Sz according to (*). Hence the assertion f llows from 
Theorem 2.1 if we show that - 
(1) P(47), 0(X, 3 . . . . X,)) =O(n-“(lg n)B). 
Since 7(Q ) is finite, (1)is shown if we prove for each bE 7(52 
(2) d( (7 = b}, a(X,, .  .  X,)) =O(n-“(lg n)B). 
Put 
) that 
A(n,b)={l;-llC6:}, nEN(, bEr(SZ). 
Since 7(Q) is finite there exists n, EN such that 
(3) A(n, b), be7(Q), are disjoint forall nan,,. 
Let bEr(Q) be fixed and put k(n) :=max{jeN:j<bn(l +a:)}. Since 7*, 
n E N, are stopping times, wehave 
(4) 
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By (3) we obtain for all n2 n, that 
{s=bf dA(n,b)c {ly>6:]. 
Hence (4), (5), and (*) imply 
(6) d( {t = b}, a(X,, . . Xkcnjj) = w-vg nY). 
Since k(n) 62bn for sufficiently largen EN, (6) implies (2). 
Remarks. (a) It is possible to prove modified versions f Theorem 2.1 
and Corollary 2.12 under aweaker moment condition (X,E yl+, for some 
0 < E < l), using 
(see formula ( 18.25) of[ 31) instead of< cn -Ii’. 
(b) If we replace condition (2.3) ofTheorem 2.1 by 
P(dT), w,, ..., X,, Y)) =OW”(lg n)% 
where Y is independent of X,, n E N, we obtain a slight generalization of 
Theorem 2.1. The proof does not change. This generalization esse tially 
contains a result of[ 141, where 7 is independent of X,, n E N; choose 
Y= 7. 
3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS 
In this section we prove the results of Section 2,postpohing theproofs of
some auxiliary lemmata to Section 4. 
Put [x]=min{nEN:x<n} for xE(W. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let w.1.g. E(X, )= 0, V= I. As 6,,2 n -‘j2, wemay 
w.1.g. assume that E, > l/(cn). Hence (2.2) implies 
Considering 6, = 2s,, instead ofE, we may therefore replace condition (2.2) 
by 
Gil P{I&-II>F.}=o(+~) with ~.a&. 
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We will show that 
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(1) ,,,IP{~eC}-rn,,(C,~=0(6.), 
(1 
S”(W) 
sup p 3VEIn(W): Cnr(w)3L’2EC 
CEW I 
-p 
1 
S”(O) 
VvEIn(m): CnT(w)l’,2Ec 
1) 
= o(&y2) + 0(&J 
where Z”(o)= {vEN: [nr(w)](l -E,)<v< [nt(o)](l +E,)}. 
Let us at first prove that (I) and (II) imply the assertion. Put 
A,(C) =
i 
S”(O) 
Cnttol,,,2 E C for all vE I,(o) 
I 
v
i 
S”(O) 
4JC) = [nT(w)] l/2 ECforsomevEZJ0) .
1 
Since P{o: T,,(O) & I,,(o)} = O(.$12) by [i] and since [TX(~)] E Z,,(w), e 
have 
Hence (I) and (II) imply 
(1) 
We have 
(2) 
We obtain (2.4) by(1 ), (2), and Lemma 4.4 applied toY,, =S,,/[nr] lf2, 
5, = [no] 1’2/(nr)‘/2, and a, = &Al2 + 6,. Furthermore, we have for all nE N 
with E, < 4 that 
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Hence [i] implies with a, = (2~~)‘;~ + 6,that 
(3) 
Now ( I), (3), and Lemma 4.4 yield (2.5). 
Thus it remains toprove (I) and (II). 
In the following ci are constants only depending onthe distribution of 
X,, a, p, and the lower bound c of t. 
Proof of (I). Let N,={2’:i~fV}, N ={v~N,:v<[n/lgn]), and 
j(n) = max N, ; n > 3. For each BE d put 
(4) B(v) := {P(Bld,)>+}, VEN, 
where dV := a(X,, .. A’,,). Putfurthermore 
(5) A, := {ISJ >@(2kv lg v)“*}, 
where p3 = E([X,13) and k is the dimension ofR“. We prove later that for 
all BE&, meN, ma2, 
(6) 
+J IS,1 dp . A”n (B(r) dB(G)) > 
We show at first that (6) implies (I). Let no N be fixed with n22 and 
nc 2 2. Put 
B, := { [no] = m} E O(T), mEN. 
Since r 2 c B 0 we have for all CE % that 
(7) 
=/ C P{&EC, I~~l=m}-m,,~(C)P{[nrl=m}l 
m 3 nc 
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By (7) and (6)-applied to B = B, for each m B nc-we have 
(p~~EC~-~~,,(C)l~~~Rj(c,fl) 
with 
To prove that (6) implies (I), we have to show that 
(8) SUP Rj(n) < c3 6,, j= 1, 2, 3, 4. 
c-E% 
As B,Eo(T), rnE N, are disjoint we obtain from Lemma 4.8(i) and 
assumption (2.3) that 
< 4P(“(T), -@&,)) 
G C~(j([ncl))-“(lgj(cncl))B 
(2.3) 
Since B,( 1 ), m E N, are disjoint according to (4), we have 
R*(n) < c,/n”2 < c7 6,. 
Furthermore. we have 
R,(n)=c, c c p~lsll (p/2)ncdmcpc,veNm 5 (v kv)“’ 4Bm ~%,2) 
(v kv)“~W,, -4,2). 
(pf2)nc G m < pc. Y EN[,] 
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As B,EB(T), rnE N, are disjoint, we obtain from Lemma4.8(i) and 
assumption (2.3 ) that 
As (l/p”‘) x,,ENO v’!‘-“(lg v) 8+ Ii’ 6 cIO 6, by Lemma 4.7, we obtain 
where the last inequality follows by a direct computation from the 
definition of 6,= 6,(a, /I). 
As B,(v), m E N, are disjoint foreach vE N, we have 
By Lemma 4.9 this implies 
Hence (8) is proven. Thus (6) implies (I) and it remains toprove (6). 
Let BE d and 2 6 m E N be given. Then 
(9) ‘BE ‘B- l&j(m))+ 1 tlB(v)- lB(v/Z))+ l&l,. 
VENm 
For vEN,u {I} put 
(10) Yv ‘= “P IE((1(Sm/m’~2~C) -@O.I(C))(l.,,,- le(vj2)))l~ 
CEQ 
where B(f) := 4. By (9) and (10) we have 
(11) 
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By (4) and Lemma 4.8(ii) we have 
(12) ELII,- l,,,,ll =4& 4.). 
Hence (11) implies 
(13) 
By Lemma 4.10 we have for all vE N,,, u { 1 } that 
By (10) and (14) we have 
d$j (v”*+ I&l) Il,,,,- lm,z)I dp. 
Hence 
(15) 1x11 dp 
> 
and for vE N,,, 
(16) yy G-$$ v”‘P(B(v) dB(v/2)) 
+$+2j ISvI dp
4 n (B(v) dB(vl2)) 
+-$ (v lg v)“’ P(B(v) dB(v/2)). 
Since P(B(v) dB(v/2)) < 2d(B, J&,~) by(12), weobtain from (16) for each 
v E N,,, tliat 
(17) y,~c,~((vlgv)1’2d(B,JB,,)+~ ISvI dp . A”n (B(v) dB(vl2)) > 
Now (13), (15), and (17) imply (6). Thus (I) is shown. It remains toprove 
(II)- 
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Proof of (II). We have to show 
(18) sup P(B,(C)) - P(A,(C)) = 0(&y) +O(6,). 
CEVT 
LetnbelixedandputB,={[nz]=m}Ea(r). 
Let Z,(m)={v~fV:m(l-.s,,)<v<m(l+~,)}; we have 
(19) P(B”(C)) - P(4I(C)) 
= C (P(B,(C)nB,)-P(A,(C)nB,)} 
m>nc 
= 1 (P{B,, S,Em”*Cfor some v~Z,(m)} 
m>nc 
Let A, = {P(B,I J&J > t}. Then A, E J&J(,), m E N, are disjoint and 
P(B, AA,) = d(B,, &j(n)). Hence (19) implies 
(20) P(&(C)) - P(A”(C)) 6 2 c 44m J&“,, 
mZnc 
+ 1 {P{A,,S,Em”*Cf0rs0me~~Z,(m)} 
mrnc 
-P{A,,S,~ml’*CfOrallv~Z,(m)}}. 
As B,, m E IV, are disjoint, we have by Lemma 4.8(i) and assumption (2.3) 
that 
Using Lemma 4.2(ii) andA, E z&) we have for all m > nc that 
(22) P(A,, S, E m”*C for some v E Z,(m)} 
- P{A,, S, E m”*C for all vE Z,(m)} 
= J P(3v, p .s Z,(m): S,E m’/*C, S 4 m”*CI ~c&,) dP 4n 
for suficiently large n. Now (20), (21), and (22) imply (18), i.e., (II) is 
shown. 
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Construction of Example 2.6. Let w.1.g. q(x) ax, otherwise consider 
q(x) vx. From the central limit theorem we directly obtain that 
(1) lim P{S,>O, SInGO} =:b>O. n-cc 
Let rj, := ,-li2 and II/ := qLj2. There xists a ubsequence i(v) E: k!, vE N, 
with 
(2) ,,Fm Vi(v) G II/ -‘(Vi(mlh m E N 
(3) ,FN vi(v) G; b. 
Now we inductively construct k(m) Ef%!, k(m) >k(m - l), and sets 
Bkfrnj c Sz such that 
(4) 4m)>ii(m+ l), BkCmj~4Xv: <k(m)), 
(5) B k(m)={Sk(rn)>O)-(Bk(l)u ... u&i-& 
Let us at first how that his construction implies the assertion. Let 
B= IX:,, N h+, and put 
z= 1,+2 l,-,. 
Define the sequence a,by 
(8) an=IC/-‘(Ui(mj) for k(m)<nck(m+l), mEN. 
Let m be such that k(m) <n c k(m + 1). Using (2) and (6) we have 
Relation (9) implies (2.7). Furthermore, w  obtain for all n =k(m), 
m E N-using the theorem of Berry and Esseen-that 
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Since $(a,) = ((p(a,))“* B a;’we consequently obtain for all n= k(m) with 
sufficiently largem that 
Since, furthermore, for all n= k(m) 
we obtain (2.8). 
Thus it remains toconstruct k(m) EkJ, BkCmj c Q fulfilling (4b(7). 
According to (1) there exists k(1) 2 i(2) such that 
Now apply Lemma4.6 with ~&=a(X,:v<k(l)), A={,S2,C,,<O}, 
&={S,,,,>O}, ol=b/2, and s=qicl,; then s<c(/2 by (3) and 
f’(An&)2a. Hence there exists BkClj~ {S,(,,>O}, B,(,,EcJ(X,, . . ,,) 
such that 
Hence (4)-(6) are fulfilled for k(l), B,(,, and (7) holds as 
Imc(60~ &(L)) -wL,1,a &,,))I 
=‘{S2k(l)~OIBk(l)}~(b/4)rli(I). 
Now assume that k(v), B,(,, are defined for v<m such that (4)-(7) hold. 
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According tothe conditional central limit theorem of Renyi there exists 
k(m + 1) 2 i(m +2) v k(m) such that 
Since I:=, P(B,,,,) ,<b/4 by (3) and (6), k(m + 1) can be chosen according 
to (1 ), such that additionally 
(11) p ISk,m+I,>O,SZk(m+I,~O}- u Bk,“, 
( v<m ) 
~P{Sk,m+*,>O,SZk,m+I) <O}- f P(B,,&. 
“=I 
Now apply Lemma4.6 with ~O=~(X,:~<k(m+l)), A={S,,,,+,,~O), 
Ao={Sk(m+I)>O}-Uv~mBk(v), a=bP, and E=I]i(m+l); then ~~42 
by (3) and P(AnA,)>a by (11). Hence there xists BkCm+L,~ 
0(X,,: v < k(m + 1)) such that 
(12) B k(m + I I c {Sk(m+L)>o} - u Bk(v,, 
“<rn 
(13) P(B k(m+l))=t(m+l), 
(14) P{SZk(m+I)~“,Bk(m+I)}~(b/4)~i(,+I). 
Thus (4)-(6) are fulfilled for m + 1. It remains toprove (7). We have 
m+l 
s,k,,+,,<o, c B,(,, 
v=, 
>P(S2k~rn+IIgO,Bk(,+,I}-~4i~~+,) 
(IO) 
b b b 
(14) 4 2 ~~i(m+1)~~~i(m+l)~~fli(m+I)~ 
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Thus (7) holds for m + 1. This finishes theinductive construction of k(m), 
B k(m). 
Construction of Example 2.9. Let a, p be fixed. There xists n, EN such 
that 
(1) n .-nP”(lgn)B &  isdecreasing a d< $ for n2 n L. 
Put E, = 4 for n< n r . Then there exist, according to Lemma 4.5, disjoint se s 
B, E a(X,, .  .  X,), VE N, such that with B= Ev, N B,, 
(2) 44 4X,, . . x,z))G c J’(R)6 c (E,--E,+~)=L 
van van 
(3) P(S2, < 0, B) - P(S, 6 0, B) 
Cm nl 
for infinitely man n E fV and some c0 > 0. 
Put T= 1,+2 l,-,. Then (2) implies 
do(z), 4x1, ..., X,1) =44 4X,, . . X,)1 =W-“(k nY), 
i.e., (2.10) isfulfilled. SinceE,, - E, +L > c,( l/v” + ’ )(lg v)~ for suffkiently large 
v, it is easy to see that for some n2 > n, 
(4) -$ “~‘1(vlgv)‘~2(~,-~,+,)3c26. for all n>n2, 
I’ =I 
where 
I 
n-“‘lglgn, a=+,fl=-+ 
6,= d,(a, j?) = n-“2(lg n)D+3!2, a=$/?>--$ 
n-“(lgn)“+B, Oca<j, PER. 
Now let n> n, be such that (3) holds. Then 
Q(O)-P(S,,<O)=@(O)-(P(S,GO, B)+P(S,,GO,Q-B)) 
=P(S,,GO, B)-P(S,GO, B)+@(O)-P(S,,<O) 
2 c36,-&,+@(0)-P(S2,~0) 
0). (4)
and hence by the theorem of Berry and Esseen 
2 c3 6, -En - c4( l/n”‘) 2 c 6,, 
if nis suffkiently large. Hence (2.11) holds for infinitely man n E N. 
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4. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
In this section we collect allemmas which are used for the proofs ofour 
results. 
To deal with arbitrary convex sets instead ofrectangles in Theorem 2.1, 
we need the first four lemmas. 
For Cc Rk, ye@ put d(y, C)=inf,..l)T-z( and J&O,)= {zEV: 
1 y - z[ < E} for E> 0. Furthermore, let 
and 
CC:= {yERk:d()), C <&} 
It is well known that CE 59 implies C”E 97, C-” E %?. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each CE % we have 
(i) C-“= C-“, 
(ii) (C&)&CC, 
(iii) (C-~)-(C-z)-~~~~cC~~-(C~~)-~‘forzElR~, Iz( <r, 
where c is the closure of C and C - z = {c - z: cE C}. 
ProoJ: Part (i) follows from the fact hat he interior of C is equal to 
the interior of C. 
(ii) Let w.1.g. C= C. We have to prove 
(1) y#C*K,(y)n(Rk-CE)#O. 
Let y # C be given. Then there exists y,EC with 
Choose fE Rk with 
(2) Ifl= 1 and (f; Y-C)>IY-Yol for all c E C, 
where (x, y) is the scalar product of x, y E [Wk. For existence see 
Theorem 1.1 of [24, p. 3601. 
Let z = y + (&‘/I y - y,l )( y- yO) with E’ =max(O, E - I y - y,l ). Then we 
obtain, using (2), that zE K,(y) n ( Rk - C’). Hence (1) is shown. 
(iii) As C - z c CZr, we have to prove (C2~)-5’~(C-zZ)-2~r~. As 
c-3’ cc-314 c (c~z)-214, it suffices to prove (C2’)-5r c C-3’. This 
follows from (i) and (ii): 
(C2r)-5rC [(c*‘)-*‘]--3’,ry= c-“.
(i) 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let X,E 9&Q, d, P, R“) be i.i.d. with E(X,)=O and 
covariance matrix I. Then there xists a constant co-depending on the 
distribution of X,on+such that 
(i) SupP{3v,~(E[p,q]:S,,EC,S,4C) 
C-E% 
6coJkPYP;PdFN P<4, 
(ii) sup P(~~,~~[~,~]:S,.EC,S,~CIX ,,..., Xi)
c E ‘6 
Q cm/(4 - PI/f P-A3 < P < 4. 
Proof: (i) Since P(3, pE[p,q]: S,.EC,S,,$C} = P{S,$C, 3vE 
(p,q]: S,,EC} + P(S,EC, IpE(p,q]:S/,#C) it suffices toprove 
sup P{S,EC,3vE(p,q]:Sy4C}6C 
CEK J 
7. 
Proof of (I). Let CE?? and p<q be given. Put Y,. :=Xp+,,. VEN. 
A ,.,=~{~,4~,~~~~(P,ql:~,~~) 
=P S,$C,S,EC- i Y,forsomev<q-p .
j=l 
As S, is independent from Y, , . . Y, up we obtain that 
(1) A,,,= S,#C,S,EC- i yjforsomev<q-p p,(&), 
j= I 
where Y=(Y ,,..., Y,.,) and y=()~ ,,..., yqpp). As(D-z)-*IzlcD for all 
ZEW, DcW, we have (D-z)-Dc(D-z)-(D-z-““, and hence 
with D=(l/&)Candr,=(l/&)(y,+ .. . +y,,) 
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By Lemma 4.1 we have 
where a(~)=max{lz,l: <v<q-p}=max{I(l/&)(y,+ ... +y,.)J: 
l<v<q-p}. Hence by (1) and (2) 
As D2d.L’) E v, (D20)) -5&V) E Q7, we obtain from Corollary 17.2 of [3] that 
A,,&+[ ~~,,(~20~-~~-(~20~.~J)-50~~~)~y(~~)~ 
45 
As supCE WQO, ,(C -C-‘) ,< c2.s byCorollary 3.2of [3], we obtain 
Ap,,<~ 
VG 
+ c2 1 WY) PA&) 
“‘+$ ycJq, 
where the last relation f llows from awell-known inequality. Equation (II) 
runs imilarly as (I) but is somewhat easier. 
(ii) Put Yi= Xjci, ieN, S,=xy!i Yi. AS (X1, .. X,) and 
(Y,, .. Yqpj) are independent we obtain that 
(3) 3V,/iE[p,q]:Sy_jEC- i ?riV5,-j4c- i Xi 
i=l 1 i=l 
E P(3v, p Ecp, 41: & E c, s, # Cl x, 9 ..., q,. 
As 
P{3v,pECp,q]:8.,EC- i x;,s,-j$c- f: Xi) 
i= 1 i= I 
=P(h,po[p-j,q-j]:S,tC- i xi,S,$C- i xi}, 
i=l i=l 
we obtain (ii) from (3) and (i). 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let 0 < a < f and C E 5~7’. Put
Then C(a), C(a) EW, C(a j c Cc C(a) and 
(*) sup Go, [(C(a) - C(a)) G c(k) .a 
CES 
with a suitable constant c(k), depending only on the dimension k.
Proof As C E V we obviously have C(a) E % and 
(1) 
c c 
C(a)=-n-. 
l+a l-a 
A little reflection sh ws also that C(a) E %. We show at first that 
(2) SUP @o,,(C-K),<c,(k)(l-A), O<kl. 
C-59 
Let DE%? with OE D. Then AD c D and we obtain according to Lemma 4 
of [17] applied off= lk, and a=1 that 
(3) @o. AD - AD) = j” (l,,(~x) - 1x,(-~)) @o.,(dx) 
G c,(kj(l -A). 
Now let ~~#CIE% and put D=u {qC:O<q<l}. It is easy to see that 
OEDE%? and C-,KcD-AD. Hence (3) implies (2). 
To prove (*) it s&ices to show that 
(4 SUP @o.I(C- C(a))S&)a, 
CEQ 
(5) sup oO. AC(a) - C) 6 c,(k)a. 
CGV 
Proof of (4). We have by (1) and Lemma 4 of [ 17]-applied to f= 1, 
and 1 -a instead ofa-that 
= I (l&)- lJ(l -a)x)) @o,Adx) 
+](I c/l-&)- lc,(l-ojnc,(,+o#)) @o,,(dx) 
< cAk)a + Go. f
c c --- . 
l-a l+a > 
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Put D=C/(l-a). Then C/(l+a)=((l-a)/(l+a))D nd hence by (2) 
Now (6) and (7) imply (4). 
Proof of (5). Put C, = U,,, c [ y, Ay], A> 1. We show that 
(8) sup 00, ,( CA - C) 6 C&)(1 - 1). 
CEQ 
Let DE V with 0ED. Then D, = LD and we obtain as in formula (3) that 
(9) @o, AD, - D) G c,WW - 1). 
If fj#CE%?, we have D=U {qC:O<q<l} that OEDEW and 
CA - Cc DA-D. Hence (9) implies (8). To prove (5) put D= C/( I+ a). 
Then @)=D,l+.)l(l-., and we obtain from (8) and Lemma 4 of [ 173 
that 
@o. AC(a) - C) 
= Do, ,(D (I+~,,(,-~,-D)+~o,,(D)-ho,, 
This proves (5). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 0 c a, + 0. Let Y,,: B + Rk and 5, : Q + R be random 
variables. Assume that 
(i) sup IP{ Y, E C> - @Jo, AC)1 =Ck), 
CEQ 
(ii) P(Il-~,~>u,}=O(u,). 
Then 
sup IP(<” yn E c> - @o, (C)l = W”). 
CEV 
64G.53 i-8 
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Proof: Let CEV and n E N with a, < f be given. With C(u,), C(a,) of 
Lemma 4.3 we have 
Hence we obtain from (ii) that 
(1) ~{Y,EC(a,)}-oO(a,)Q~(5,Y,EC}QP(Y,EC(a,)}+O(u,). 
By Lemma 4.3 we have 
(2) 
(3) 
sup 00. ,(C(a,)) - @o.,(C) <c(k) a,, 
CEW 
sup @o. l(C) -@o, ,&(a,)) G c(k) a,. 
CE ‘6 
As C(u,), C(u,,) E% by Lemma 4.3, (1) (2), (3), and (i) imply the assertion. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let X,, E&, n E N, be i.i.d. with E( X, ) = 0, E(g) = 1 such 
that P,, is non-atomic. Let ~,,l with E, = O(n -‘) for some y > 0. Then there 
exist disjoint B,,E 0(X,, .. X,), vE N, such that with B= I,,, NB,, 
P(S,, 6 0, B) - P(S, < 0, B) 
Cn.:lg Ill 
>c c (1’1gv)L’2(&y-E,,+,)-E, 
nl12 
Y = , 
for infinitely many nE N and some c > 0. 
Proof. The proof ollows the lines of the proof of Lemma 5 of [ 151. 
You have to replace 0(O). P(B,) by P(S2, < 0, B,) and you have to use 
instead ofLemma 4 of [ 151 the following modified version: 
For all O<y,<y, there exist c,=c,(yI,y2)>0 andn,=n,(y,,y,)EN 
such that 
vlgv L/z 
P(S,,<O, B )-P(S,<O, B )~c, - 
( > 
P(B, ), n 
if 0(X,, .,., A’,) 3 B, c (yl(v lgv)‘!~ <S,<y,(vlg~)“~}, van , and vIgv<n 
(which is proven in a similar way as Lemma 4 of [ 151). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let P 1 d be a p-measure and aJO cd a a-field such that 
P( S& is non-atomic. Let AE J&‘, A, E JZ& be such that P(A n A,,) > a > 0. 
Then for each E<a/2 there exists a et A, E &, A, c A, such that 
P(A,)=& and P(A n A,) 2(a/2)&. 
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Proof Let e<c(/2 be fixed. Put m :=max{n~ N: n&S P(A,)). Then 
m > 2 and P(A,) =rnc + r with r< E. Since P 1 SZ& is non-atomic andA, E .JZ& 
there exist-according to a theorem of Ljapunov-disjoint sets
A I, . . A,EJ& with AicAo and P(A;)=&, i=1, . . m. Hence 
f P(AnAi)=P 
i= I 
(An~,,i)BP(AnA,)-P(A,-~,Ai) 
=P(AnA,)-(P(A,)-ms))>a-raa-&aa/2. 
Consequently here exists i,E{ 1, . . m} such that P(A n A,) 3 (l/m)(a/2). 
Put A, := A,. Then A, c &, A, E SX&, P(A,) =E, and-as m < (l/6) P(A,) 
P(AnA,)3EEaEc 
P(Ad2 2 
Thus A, has the desired properties. 
We collect thenext four lemmas for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let N,={~‘:vEN} andN,=(vEN,:v<[n/lgn]}. Then 
E>O, yc[w 
v”(lg v)’ =
&=o, y> -1 
n &=o, y= -1 
&=o, y< -1. 
Proof By direct omputation. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let 33’,% c d be a-fields. 
(i) If B, E 93, nE N, are disjoint then 
c @,, U) < 4p(% W. 
noN 
(ii) ZfA~ss? then with B= {P(AIW)>$} 
P(A a B) = d(A, a’). 
Proof: Part (i) follows from Theorem 1of [18]. Part (ii) follows bya 
direct omputation (the idea of using this pecial set B is due to [20]). 
LEMMA 4.9. Let X, E A$(Q, d, P, I@), nE N, be i.i.d. with E(X,) =0 and 
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covariance matrix I. Let A,, := ‘,lS,l > pit3(2kv lg )“‘}, &ere p3 = E( JX,13). 
Then 
where N, = {2’: VE N}. 
ProoJ Follows inthe same way as formula (32) in the proof of the 
d,-inequality of [ 171 (choose m(i) = 2’). 
LEMMA 4.10. Let X,,EY~(Q,&‘, P, rWk), nEN, be i.i.d. with E(X,)=O 
and covariance matrix I. Then there exists a constant c(k) such that for all v, 
m E N with v< m/2, 
-$E c IX,, .  .  x .)-~,,(C)/6c(k)~(.“‘+lS.I). 
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 2 and Remark 3(ii) of [ 171. 
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